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An evolutionary advantage of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) is their ability to bind a variety of folded
proteins—a paradigm that is central to the nucleocytoplasmic transport mechanism, in which nuclear transport
receptors mediate the translocation of various cargo through the nuclear pore complex by binding disordered
phenylalanine–glycine-rich nucleoporins (FG-Nups). FG-Nups are highly dynamic, which poses a substantial
problem when trying to determine precisely their function using common experimental approaches. FG-Nups
have been studied under a variety of conditions, ranging from those that constitute single-molecule
measurements to physiological concentrations at which they can form supramolecular structures. In this
review, I describe the physicochemical properties of FG-Nups and compare them to those of other disordered
systems, including well-studied IDPs. From this comparison, it is apparent that FG-Nups not only share some
properties with IDPs in general but also possess unique characteristics that might be key to their central role in
the nucleocytoplasmic transport machinery.
© 2016 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Introduction
The nuclear pore complex (NPC) is one of the
largest molecular machineries in the cell. The NPC
consists of a large set of proteins—the so-called
“nucleoporins” (Nups)—each appearing in multiple
copies. Figure 1 shows a typical electron microscopy
(EM) view of the NPC. A notable feature of EM
tomograms of the NPC is the appearance of a
scaffold that forms a channel with a large hole (~30–
40 nm) [1–3]. Proteins contributing in large part to
the visible scaffold structure are referred to as
scaffold Nups. For a detailed understanding of how
scaffold Nups form the structured part and how this
can anchor the NPC inside the double membrane of
the nuclear envelope, the reader is referred to the
review by von Appen and Beck et al. in this special
issue [4]. However, the tomogram of the NPC (Fig. 1)
also nicely demonstrates the difficulties encountered
when well-established structure determination
methods are used to study dynamic proteins
because single-particle averaging techniques usedAuthor. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This
rg/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).in the generation of such data enhance well-
structured features while conformationally dynamic
elements are diluted out. In reality, the “large hole”
(central channel) is filled with a dense mass of
proteins at a concentration of around 1 mM; this
constitutes the key functional architecture of the
NPC—the permeability barrier. Those dynamic
proteins contributing mainly to this “invisible” barrier
are referred to as permeability barrier Nups, which
are termed “FG-Nups” due to their enrichment in
phenylalanine and glycine residues. The highly
dynamic permeability barrier is permselective; that
is, molecules smaller than approximately 40 kDa
(~4 nm) can easily pass through it. Larger molecules
typically bind to special nuclear transport receptors
(NTRs) via nuclear localization or nuclear export
signals, which can allow their bound cargo to be
shuttled through the barrier (for reviews, see, e.g.,
Refs. [5] and [6]). Remarkably, cargo can be as large
as preribosomal subunits or entire virus capsids,
such as the hepatitis B capsid, which is approxi-
mately 39 nm in diameter [7]. The channel, togetheris an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
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Fig. 1. Top view of an EM tomogram of the human NPC,
showing an empty channel, according to Ref. [3].
Disordered proteins that fill the channel are not visible to
conventional structural biology approaches, and a hole
with an approximate diameter of 41 nm is apparent.
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The direction of transport (import versus export) and
release of the cargo are controlled by a RanGTP/
GDP gradient [8]. A comprehensive molecular
understanding of both the FG-Nups and the NTRs,
and how they act together, is essential for unraveling
the mechanism by which the transport machinery
functions. There exist several strategies to study the
complexity of the nuclear transport machinery
experimentally, of which three major ones are listed
in the order of roughly increasing complexity of the
system.
(i) Biochemical and biophysical experi-
ments and analysis under controlled
environments, such as studies performed
on diluted proteins solutions, make major
contributions in providing a solid understand-
ing of the molecular aspects of nuclear
transport. Although such studies do not
necessarily take into account all aspects of
the complexity of the NPC in living cells, they
provide crucial fundamental information on
how proteins can behave. Reviewing those
experiments is the major focus of this article.
(ii) An in vitro/reconstituted system that
models the essential features of NPC
function would be an ideal platform to
study the nucleocytoplasmic transport ma-
chinery at the molecular level. To that end,
existing experimental approaches involve
the nanofabrication of artificial channelswith grafted permeability barriers or utiliza-
tion of the intrinsic properties of barrier
proteins to assemble into supramolecular
structures. The reader is referred to those
throughout the text.
(iii) Studies on the cellular machinery help
us to understand in detail the roles and
functions of individual molecules. In particu-
lar, permeabilized-cell assays have been
widely used in combination with single-parti-
cle tracking assays. The use of permeabili-
zed-cell assays allows reconstitution of the
soluble fraction of the nucleocytoplasmic
transport machinery. This allows convenient
introduction of, for example, fluorescently
labeled cargo, or NTRs, and it allows their
passage through the NPC to be tracked. The
resolution of contemporary techniques even
enables the user to track single molecules,
which can help to resolve individual steps
during a single nuclear transport event.
In this review, I focus on describing experiments
that fall largely into categories (i) and (ii), while in this
special issue, Grunwald and Musser provide an
excellent overview for studies in category (iii) [9].
Where possible, I have compared the findings on
permeability barrier proteins to the known behavior
of related proteins, to identify the characteristics that
might be unique to permeability barrier Nups and
those that might be common. It is clear that
permeability barrier proteins are multifaceted bio-
molecules that exhibit dramatically different behavior
under various conditions in different types of
experiments and that there is still much to learn
about even the basic properties of these proteins.
Accordingly, interpretation of experimental results
diverges among different research groups and has
yielded a variety of models of how the permeability
barrier is built in vivo andmight function. Thesemodels
are reviewed in detail, for example, in Ref. [10] and also
by Grunwald and Musser in this issue [9].
This review is structured to cover the basic
properties of permeability barrier Nups, as well as
more complex aggregation and phase-separation
behavior. Also discussed are the types of experi-
ments that have been designed to reveal information
about the interactions of permeability barrier Nups
with NTRs under various conditions.
Basic properties of permeability barrier
Nups (FG-domains)
The most obvious feature of permeability barrier
Nups is that phenylalanine–glycine (FG) repeats
occur across the sequence, with a typical spacing
of about 20 amino acids. Many of the neighboring
2013Review: Multiple Faces of Disordered Nucleoporinsresidues of FG repeats do not seem to be
coincidental, and many Nups have been further
classified on that basis, for example, as FxFG-,
GLFG-, PxFG-, and SxFG-repeat-rich Nups (where
x is any amino acid). The long FG-rich regions are
typically termed “FG-domains”, while the individual
proteins might also have other domains that, for
example, anchor them to the pore. Figure 2 shows
an overview of mammalian permeability barrier
Nups from which visual patterns of FG-rich se-
quences emerge. Unfortunately, comparative se-
quence analysis across many species reveals only
limited conservation of FG-repeat domains [11].
The regions between FG repeats also do not
appear to be particularly conserved, but are largely
hydrophilic, and have large low-complexity regions,
such as several serine residues in a row. Notably, a
previous study involving a sequence analysis
across several hundred species showed that the
FG-domain of Nup98, despite having a similar
mean hydrophobicity as many other proteins,
possesses a substantially lower mean fraction of
charged residues [12], pointing to a rather unique
sequence space populated by Nup98 and poten-
tially other FG-domains.
FG-domains are disordered, similar to around half of
the proteome
With such little sequence conservation, one might
wonder what are the design rules behind FG-domain























GLFGPhe residue and the neighboring Gly (these can
certainly also be found in other proteins) that defines
an FG-domain and gives rise to its specific function
as an NPC permeability barrier protein. In 2001,
Denning et al. reported experimental evidence that
the FG-domains are intrinsically disordered domains
[13,14]. This finding is established in the literature,
and no doubts remain that the contributions to the
actual permeability barrier are from disordered
regions of the Nups. The FG-repeat region of an
FG-Nup should be referred to as an intrinsically
disordered domain in order to be accurate. For
simplicity, and in the context of this review, I use the
term “intrinsically disordered protein” (IDP) if refer-
ring to a large disordered protein or a large
disordered domain.
By definition, an IDP is disordered in its native
state and lacks stable secondary and tertiary
structure [15]. It is useful to summarize some general
features of IDPs in the context of what we know
about FG-domains. IDPs are less frequently found in
prokaryotic organisms, but it is estimated that 30–50%
of the entire proteome is disordered in eukaryotes
[16]. As not much is known about the disordered
proteome, due to the limitations of conventional
structural biology approaches, this can also be
referred to as the “dark proteome”. A prominent
feature of IDPs is that they lack a hydrophobic core
that would seed a folding tendency—this can be
predicted computationally and a number of computa-
tional tools exist that have been validated across
larger sets of experimental data. Consequently,3,224
Fig. 2. Sequences of an assort-
ment of disordered human FG-Nup
according to UniProt, with different
color-coded FG repeats.
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ered to be reliable tools for identifying IDPs [17].
Disorder might have been enriched during evolu-
tion, as it provides a novel route for nature to achieve
“moonlighting” of proteins, that is, to encode more
than one functionality into a single biomolecule [18].
One can easily imagine that a “solid”, folded protein
might possess a structure optimized for one or a few
tasks but that it might be harder to repurpose it for
another. An IDP, however, can be seen as an
ensemble of several rapidly interconverting struc-
tures, none of which are sufficiently stabilized to
dominantly populate the equilibrium. This can confer
an amazing structural plasticity and diversity in terms
of ability to bind interaction partners (see Refs. [19]
and [20]), and some general key findings on IDPs
are summarized as follows:
(i) Folding upon binding: The classical con-
cept, and arguably the most intuitive, is that
folding is encoded in a binding partner; that is,
the IDP folds into a specific structure upon
binding, which reestablishes the classical
structure–function paradigm [19]. Once struc-
tured, the “former” IDP can be more easily
studied by using conventional structural biolo-
gy approaches, and due to this effect, much of
our IDP knowledge is biased in favor of
understanding the folded state. If the IDP
retains some of its disorder even in the bound
state, the complex is typically termed “fuzzy”
[16]. Figure 3 summarizes the two mostFig. 3. The different binding modes observed for IDP inte
square markers) with folded proteins (orange). Due to their dy
[109]. In the “conformational selection” binding mode, the folde
ensemble, which can also be a folded state. In the “induced-fit”
folding of the IDP. For FG-domain–NTR interactions, it appear
that many conformations can readily engage with the NTR with
an archetypal, multivalent fuzzy complex that can form remarkcommon mechanisms of folding upon binding
that have been observed experimentally. Later
in this review, I discuss recent findings that
show how FG-domain–NTR interactions be-
have with respect to these two mechanisms.
(ii) Functional linkers: The spatial organization
of proteins is a crucial factor for the functioning
of more complex cellular machineries, and
local protein concentration can have an
impact on physiological mechanisms. Disor-
dered regions can be used to link two folded
domains and impart mechanical flexibility
between them. Molecular machines can be
tuned through the use of such linkers, for
example, by changing the properties of the
linker using posttranslational modifications.
This has been well studied for ampholytic
IDPs (those having both negative and positive
charges). For example, a negatively charged
region placed next to a positively charged
one can facilitate loop formation to bring
two folded domains into close proximity. The
linker properties could be altered by phos-
phorylation, giving posttranslational modifica-
tions of disordered regions an important
regulatory role. Such phenomena can some-
times be predicted computationally, which
can greatly assist experimental research [21].
In the NPC, linker regions in Nupsmight have
an important role in helping to assemble
different domains in the scaffold structure [22],ractions (shown in gray, with valencies indicated by gray
namics, IDPs populate a disordered ensemble in isolation
d binding partner can bind to a specific conformation of the
binding mode, the presence of the binding partner induces
s as if the native-state ensemble tends to bind to NTRs so
out requiring much time or energy. The result appears to be
ably quickly (reprinted from ref. [46]).
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as linkers is still under speculation.
(iii) Motif binding: IDPs often act through short
linear motifs that facilitate binding interac-
tions. In nucleocytoplasmic transport, the
nuclear localization signal is one of the most
widely known motifs and is a specific
recognition sequence that targets cargo
proteins to be recognized by import NTRs.
Generally in biology, motifs are widely
distributed, but the exact definition of a
motif is certainly not clear, especially if the
motif is very short. The eukaryotic linear
motif database is a good starting point for
identifying and learning about validated
motifs [23] and does not list the FG
sequence as a motif. As FG sequences
also occur in proteins other thanNups, which
is possible also by chance, it is still debatable
under what conditions a Phe-Gly dipeptide
should be considered a motif.
(iv) Polymer view of IDP compactness/
expansion: Due to the lack of structure,
for many IDPs, the importance of the amino
acid sequence is not easily established. For
example, it has been shown for disordered
histone tails that sequence scrambling
yields functional proteins in vivo if the overall
amino acid composition is unchanged [24].
There is no strong evidence that the exact
primary sequence of an FG-domain plays a
major role, whereas in general, spacing of
the FG repeats, the net charge, and the
degree of low complexity are characteristics
of an FG-domain sequence [11].
Due to the lack of stable secondary structure, IDPs
are frequently characterized in terms of their expan-
sion in solution. This parameter—borrowed from
polymer physics and defined as the radius of gyration,
the end-to-end distance, or the hydrodynamic radius
[25]—might have several implications for protein
function in general [26,27]. For example, it has been
shown for many IDPs that transient intramolecular
forces can contribute to a somewhat collapsed
behavior state of a protein in solution [28–30]. On a
microscopic level, or if protein concentration is
increased, intramolecular forces can give rise to
intermolecular interactions that lead to, for example,
various aggregation phenotypes (as discussed
below). A systematic study of yeast FG-domains has
indicated that they can be roughly assigned to one of
two categories based on their hydrodynamic radius,
which might have implications for their ability to form
supramolecular assemblies (Ref. [27]; see also the
section on phase separation, below).Interactions between FG-Nups and NTRs
That FG-domains bind NTRs is well established
[31–36]. Many NTRs have an importin-like fold,
which are large superhelical proteins composed of
multiple α-helical repeats. Onto many NTRs, one or
more FG-binding sites have been experimentally
mapped [34,37–43]. One confounding experimental
observation is that nuclear transport is fast but
specific. NTRs face a massive concentration of FG
repeats when passing the barrier that is at least
30 nm thick, and the entire transport process is
typically complete within approximately 5 ms
[44,45]. Paradoxically, many FG-domains appear
to have a high, sometimes even, nanomolar affinity to
bind to FG-domains, when studied in solution. Howev-
er, this cannot be explained easily using the simple
kinetic principle that KD = koff/kon, as most experimen-
tally observed kon values for binary complex formation
are around 106 M−1 s−1. If KD = 100 nM, this would
translate into an unrealistic koff value of 0.1 s
−1 (so
much less than one dissociation event during a single
transport being possible).
A solution to this was found using a recent
integrative structural biology approach [46], in which
various single-molecule and ensemble spectroscopic
techniques as well as computer simulations were
used to analyze the formation of complexes between
NTRs and FG-domains in detail. For the common
folding-upon-binding interactions, a period of time is
required for the two binding partners to orient
themselves such that a collision event actually results
in a binding event. Strong electrostatics between
oppositely charged molecules can assist this orienta-
tion and facilitate attraction to achieve very fast
on-rates [47]. Remarkably, observed FG-domain–
NTR complex formation was found to approach the
theoretical Einstein–Smoluchowski diffusion limit of
around 109 M−1 s−1 even under electrostatic shielding
conditions,which is usually only valid in the limited case
involving the random diffusion and collision of two
perfectly reactive spheres, for which every encounter
counts as a binding event. It was found that the highly
dynamic FG-domain presents an ultrareactive surface
to the NTRs, as many Phe residues—despite being
hydrophobic—are readily available andexposedon the
surface to engage in multivalent binding with the NTR.
The side chain of an exposed single Phe residue can
engage in an approximately millimolar-affinity binding
event with the NTR, in agreement with a previous
computationally derived model [35], which, due to
multivalency, translates into strong binding for entire
FG-Nup–NTR complexes. Consequently, no large-s-
cale conformational changes are necessary to facilitate
binding, and in assays probing the expansion and
dynamics of the FG-domain, no changewas observed,
whether bound or unbound.
Together, these effects easily explain how several
hundred binding and unbinding events can occur
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cumulative proofreading effect that specifically en-
ables NTRs to pass the FG-filled NPC conduit [46].
The observed ultrafast binding mechanism can also
explain various experimental observations on how
NTRs interact with FG-domain hydrogels and with
surface-grafted FG-domains, as discussed below.
Figure 3 shows a summary of the experimentally
determined binding mechanism (also with respect to
other common binding mechanisms for IDPs), which
was observed for a large variety of FG-domain–NTR
complexes, thus substantiating the generality of
the mechanism [46]. Even NTF2, which has a
β-sheet-rich fold completely different to those of
importins, was found to adopt a similar mechanism
of binding. Despite the generality of this bindingmode,
a systematic advanced fluorescence study also
showed that the FG-repeat type of an FG-Nup can
confer a preferential ability of that region to bind
different NTRs [48] and, for example, NTF2 is known
to preferentially bind FxFG motifs [49,50]. Whereas
binding affinity between FG-domains and NTRs likely
contributes little to the directionality of transport, it
might be a factor in the organization of the spatial
segregation of transport routes. As FG-domains are
roughly aligned radially symmetrically due to the 8-fold
rotational symmetry of the NPC, one could speculate
that NTRs have differential affinities that translate into
a preference on where to enter the barrier.
As IDPs have a high potential for interacting with a
variety of binding partners, it is not surprising that
FG-domains are involved in many other cellular
mechanisms and have likely many more interaction
partners than only NTRs (for a review, see Ref. [51]).
More recently, several roles for FG-Nups, potentially
unrelated to NPCs but instead associated with
epigenetic regulation and transcription mechanisms,
have been found. However, we currently lack a
detailed understanding on how these proteins
moonlight in other mechanisms involving diverse
complexes, and the reader is advised to refer to
excellent literature articles on these topics [52–57].
The ability of FG-domains to phase separate
Manyprotein solutions canundergo various types of
phase separation, such as the widely known liquid–
solid phase separation during a crystallization pro-
cess. In this section, I review experiments in which the
formation of FG-domain assemblies was observed
and point to similarities and differences with other
common IDP assembly pathways.
Fibril formation of FG-domains
Amyloid fibers are well known for their roles in a
number of neurodegenerative diseases [58]. Amyloid
structures arise from stacked β-sheets, which are
typically thermodynamically stable, and are one of themost abundant supramolecular structures proteins
can form. Amyloid formation is a pathway by which
proteins can bury their hydrophobic residues [59] if, for
any reason, they cannot fold into their native structure
or if they are IDPs that “misfold”. Consequently,
almost all folded or disordered proteins can form
amyloids under certain conditions [60]. IDPs are
particularly prone to being trapped along an amyloid-
forming pathway, as is the case for α-synuclein, tau,
the yeast prion Sup35, and polyQ-containing proteins.
These proteins are all disorder-rich and are known to
have the propensity to form amyloid structures. Many
are infamous for their involvement in neurodegener-
ative diseases such as Parkinson's, Alzheimer's,
and Huntington's diseases [61]. However, amyloids
are not necessarily dysfunctional in vivo, one of the
most famous examples being the yeast prion
Sup35 [62]. Amyloid formation of Sup35 can function
as translational regulation and can confer an
advantage to the yeast under certain stress
conditions [63].
Several studies have shown that, at higher concen-
trations, FG-domains can aggregate into amyloid-like
structures [64] or form even entire amyloid fibers
[62,65,66]. However, whether the amyloid fiber
phenotype of FG-domains is physiologically relevant
is unknown. Under certain conditions, FG-domains
might even be particularly prone to form amyloids [66];
therefore, it is important to ask how cells prevent a
protein from entering this aggregation pathway, and
several possibilities exist. It was previously shown in
the test tube that NTRs can inhibit the formation of the
FG-domain aggregation phenotype, likely by acting
as a chaperone [66]. As NTRs are also abundant
proteins in the cell, this presents a potential mecha-
nism for the cell to control potential FG-domain
aggregation pathways. From studies on other IDPs,
it is known that posttranslational modifications can
also alter aggregation tendency [67]. Also, cases are
known in which mixtures of proteins—on their own
aggregation-prone—actually suppress aggregation
[68,69]. At present, it is completely speculative to
estimate the extent to which such aggregation-inhibit-
ing mechanisms exist under physiological conditions
for the NPC, but FG-domains are subject to various
posttranslational modifications, and the NPC itself is a
mixture of different types of FG-domains. Further-
more, the protein homeostasis pathway is a major
mechanism for clearing the cell of unwanted aggre-
gates [70].The ability of FG-domains to form supramolecular
hydrogels
An important finding in the NPC field was that
FG-domains can form hydrogels. If lyophilized FG-do-
mains are rapidly shifted to physiological conditions at
high concentration [71–73], mechanically stiff
Fig. 4. An experiment to demonstrate how NTRs in
solution can rapidly penetrate FG-domain hydrogels. (a) The
interface between an FG-domain hydrogel and a buffer
solution. Once a fluorescent NTR (importin-β) was added to
the buffer solution outside the gel, the NTR rapidly enriched
in the gel boundary. (b) Intensity profiles corresponding to
the images in (a), from which it is apparent that a depletion
zone exists in at the buffer–gel interface. Adapted from
Ref. [71] with permission from Elsevier.
Fig. 5. An FFGEY peptide gel can be switched from a tough h
and a phosphatase, as demonstrated by Yang et al. [74].
ultrastructure as observed by EM, which gives rise to a mechan
the Tyr residue by a kinase, the solution is a liquid. If depho
network forms to a tough gel (a and c). The process is reversibl
kinase. Adapted with permission from Ref. [74], Copyright (20
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permeability barrier properties; that is, larger trans-
port-incompetent protein cargo complexes are ex-
cluded from the gel, whereas NTRs can rapidly enter
the gel, even when bound to cargo molecules. In fact,
the gel functions as a sink for NTRs, and entry into the
gel is so rapid that even an NTR depletion zone can
become visible in front of the gel (Fig. 4). This
macroscopic observation is consistent with the
ultrafast mode of binding and the observed almost
diffusion-limited in vitro kinetics described above (and
summarized in Fig. 3).
Due to the remarkable NPC-like properties of
these hydrogels to function as a selective phase for
NTRs [72], it is fascinating to speculate how such
gels could be formed under physiological conditions.
One such pathway can be borrowed from related
disciplines. In the field of material science, hydrogels
are widely known, and even simple peptide-based
gels exist. For example, a classical “hydrogelator
motif” is an FFGEY peptide. This peptide is capped
at the N terminus with a naphthyl (NAP) group, which
helps in wetting of the peptide to facilitate solubility
and hydrogel formation [74]. This peptide has been
designed tobe switchedunder physiological conditions
from the liquid to the tough gel-like state in a reversible
manner using kinases and phosphatases, which
phosphorylate and dephosphorylate the Tyr residue,
respectively. As summarized in Fig. 5, the dephos-
phorylated NAP-FFGEY peptide forms a tough gel,
whereas the phosphorylated form gives a clear
solution. This system is a brilliant visual demonstration
of enzymatic/posttranslational modification-mediated
switching between gel and solution phase using
a minimal system. Such “designer” physiological
switching conditions could certainly form the basis
for explaining how hydrogels form in the cell, especially
as phosphorylation is a common cellular control
mechanism.
The FFGEY-based hydrogels have been exten-
sively studied from a structural perspective to
understand the origins of their mechanical stability.
Indeed, EM studies, which are routinely used toydrogel-like state (a) to a liquid-like state (b) using a kinase
The right-hand panel shows that the gel has a fibrillar
ically stable gel. If the FFGEY peptide is phosphorylated at
sphorylated by action of a phosphatase, an amyloid fiber
e and can be controlled by the addition of a phosphatase or
06) American Chemical Society.
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demonstrated that the FFGEY peptide gel is made
from amyloid-type β-sheet-rich fibers (Fig. 5), and
the degree to which the fibers intertwine influences
the toughness of the gel [74].
Other “assemblages”
Phase separation of biomacromolecular solutions
into liquid-like states has been recognized as an
important mechanism in cell biology to form transient
organelles that are not surrounded by membranes
[75,76]. This can lead to local “assemblages” that can
perform, or act as a template for, specific functions
that isolated or dilute species would not be able to
(e.g., see Refs. [77–80]). From a molecular stand-
point, such phase separation represents a perfect
balance of protein–protein versus protein–solvent
interactions. One mechanism for controlling phase
separation from a protein solution was recently shown
by the Rosen laboratory [81], who showed that
polyvalency can be an important factor, such that a
higher-order aggregate can be formed.
A particularly well studied phase-separating system
is the IDP “fused in sarcoma” (FUS), consideration of
which will help to explain the overall complexity of
phase separation and to define the terms liquid–liquid,
liquid–gel, and liquid–solid phase separation for the
purpose of a further discussion on FG-domains.
Figure 6 summarizes some existing knowledge
about FUS assemblages. The FUS protein can existstably as a homogenous protein solution, as well as
undergo liquid–liquid phase separation to droplets, if,
for example, 10 μM FUS is mixed with a 10% dextran
solution [78]. These droplets are highly dynamic,
which can be demonstrated by bleaching only half a
droplet formed from fluorescent FUS assemblages;
that half then undergoes fast recovery after photo-
bleaching due to the high protein dynamics within the
droplet (Fig. 7). Also owing to the liquid-like state,
these droplets acquire a spherical shape, and they
can also fuse with each other to coalesce into larger
assemblages. At a very high concentration (500 μM),
FUS was shown to assemble into tough hydrogels,
which appear more rigid and can also have nonspher-
ical shape, likely due to there being more, and thus
cumulatively stronger, interactions within the gel [78].
Notably, it was also observed that, under certain
conditions (in particular with certain disease-relevant
mutations), FUS droplets can also be metastable and
further convert (age) into fibrillar, amyloid-rich struc-
tures [78]. In order to demarcate the two end states
(gel and fiber), the hydrogel-forming phase separation
is referred to as a liquid–gel transition and the
liquid-to-fiber transition as a liquid–solid transition.
As mentioned above, FG-domains have also been
found to form hydrogels, and some of those—but by
no means all—have been also shown to contain a
fibrillar phenotype [66]. As the experiments with FUS
demonstrated, nonfibrillar gels and liquid droplets
can be formed from the same protein under different
conditions (high and low concentrations of FUS,Fig. 6. Cartoon of the pathway by
whichFUScanundergovariousphase
transitions to form different assem-
blies. FUS can undergo liquid–liquid
phase separation into droplets. Under
certain conditions, these droplets can
further age and undergo a liquid–solid
phase transition into a fibrillar amy-
loid-like structure. Reprinted from Ref.
[78] with permission from Elsevier.
Fig. 7. Half-bleach experiments of phase-separated FUS and FG-Nup100 assemblages (droplets). (a) Droplets were
formed from GFP-labeled FUS, and then only the right-hand half of a droplet was bleached. The fluorescence recovered
rapidly (blue to red indicating increasing fluorescence intensity), which points to the droplet being dynamic (liquid-like), and
is the result of a liquid–liquid phase separation. (b) A similar half-bleach experiment from a different study for FG-Nup100
(doped with FG-Nup100 labeled with a synthetic fluorophore, shown in red). The droplets appear rigid, which points to the
existence of a liquid–gel phase separation. Reprinted from Refs. [78] with permission from Elsevier and [12], respectively.
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domain gel types exist and that only small differ-
ences in experimental conditions can yield different
supramolecular phenotypes. Remarkably, it was
recently shown that concentrated FG-domain solu-
tions can also undergo phase separation simply by
their dilution in physiological buffer [12]. Half-bleach
experiments show that the resulting droplet structures
(which were not necessarily spherical) are neither
dynamic nor liquid-like (Fig. 7), which is indicative of a
liquid–gel transition. Notably, these gel droplets also
show NPC-like permeability properties.
Consistent with multivalency being a driving force
for phase separation, it was recently discovered that
mixtures of FG-domains and NTRs can also undergo
phase separation [82]. In those assemblages, NTRs
might function as crosslinks between FG-domains
and are thus molecularly different from the aforemen-
tioned FG-domain gels, which form in the absence of
NTRs.
As the cellular milieu itself can tune the properties of
FG-domains and FG–NTR interactions [32,36], sys-
tematic comparison of FG-domain behavior in differ-
ent environments will further foster our understanding
of FG-domain interaction propensity [32,36].
The ability of FG-domains to form supramolecular
brushes and films
As mentioned above, polymer theory has provided
an impressive description of the dynamics of many
IDP-like complex biomolecules in solution. It con-
tinues to be refined and will be developed into an
even better predictive tool in the future [20]. Certain
polymers have the ability to form brushes, with
polyethylene glycol (PEG) brushes being the mostcommon to passivate surfaces [83,84]. As with any
polymer dissolved inwater, a hydration shell surrounds
the individual PEG molecules in solution. As PEG is
also chemically inert toward itself, it is easy to imagine
what happens if different PEG molecules are grafted
close together: they will form a brush-like structure.
One can expect that most “nonsticky” biopolymers will
form brushes if forced together through grafting closer
than their excluded volume (in simple terms: their size)
[25]. That certain FG-domains can do the same was
shown in 2007 by Lim et al. [85], and it was speculated
that the channel is filled with FG-domains in a brush-
like state. Clearly, a brush is an extreme state and is
highly dependent on grafting density and also on the
inertness/stickiness/cohesiveness of the molecules.
Any form of intermolecular or intramolecular force can
contribute to condensation of the brush. Condensation
by noncovalent crosslinks can yield a thin film with,
for example, gel-like properties, and experimental
evidence that supports such behavior also for FG-
domains exists [86]. As many FG-domains exist, it is
credible that a large spectrum of states can result
from surface grafting. These states range from being
more brush-like to rather more like a film. It was also
suggested that a larger expansion in solution of
FG-domains might correlate with their tendency to
form brusheswhen surface grafted while those that are
more collapsed in solution might have a higher
tendency to form gel-like states [27]. However, up to
now, objectiveparameters to define the point at which a
brush begins to condense and at which a thin gel film is
reached are not easy to determine [86–90].
An important question to address is what happens
to a brush or film when NTRs are present, as this
could provide insights on how the barrier might be
formed and/or function in vivo. NTRs such as
2020 Review: Multiple Faces of Disordered Nucleoporinsimportin-β have multiple FG-binding sites [39,42],
and many FG-domains have more than 20 FG sites.
It is thus a highly polyvalent system. Even if the
interactions involved are only transient, NTRs can
either trigger condensation or explore space be-
tween FG-domains that, for example, was occupied
by water. Again, different effects of NTRs on densely
grafted layers have been observed, ranging from
decrease and nonchange to increase in layer/brush/
film height [86–90]. Due to the complexity of the
brush/layer/film system, divergence between differ-
ent studies, and thus also different interpretations,
likely results from the different samples and methods
used and the existence of a gradient of properties,
which are not trivial to categorize.
In this context, a fascinating experiment was
performed by Schleicher et al. [91], in which an
FG-domain layer was soaked in a solution of NTRs,
and large beads were coated with these receptors
(Fig. 8). Notably, the beads began a two-dimensional
random walk on the surface. This macroscopic
observation can again be explained by the ultrafast
binding mode illustrated in Fig. 3 because, due to the
rapid kinetics, individual FG–NTR bonds can be
broken and reformed at little-to-no energetic cost.
Due to multivalency, the bead sticks to the surface,Fig. 8. An experiment in which large beads were coated
with NTRs. When these were placed on a layer of densely
grafted FG-domains soaked in a solution of NTRs (small
spheres in different green and light yellow colors), the beads
were able to diffuse on the surface. Adapted with permission
from Ref. [91].where it can easily perform a basically unhindered
two-dimensional random walk.
A few experiments have also been performed
to attempt to bring the grafting concept to three-
dimensional models, to make artificial NPC mimics,
and indeed, even FG-domain-grafted nanopores
can show features of NPC-like permeability barriers
with respect to facilitated passage of NTRs [32,92].
Analogous to the functional NPC, due to the small
size of the artificial pore, it cannot always be easily
assessed if the pore is filled, for example, with a
brush, NTR-soaked film, or gel-like layer. However,
simple artificial model systems will certainly facilitate
the study of understanding the molecular architecture
of such a barrier.Conclusion
FG-domains are multivalent polymers, and much
of their potential behavior can be anticipated from
knowledge of other biological systems or even other
disciplines, such as material science and polymer
theory. Based on the diverse experimental results,
various models have been generated to suggest
how the physiological NPC might function such
as the selective phase, the brush, virtual gate, the
reduction of dimensionality and the karyopherin
centric model, and so on, as well as mixtures of
those [27,71,82,85,86,89,93–97], and vice versa,
many of the experiments described in this review
were designed to prove or disprove certain models/
hypothesis. For example, hydrogels (in which FG-do-
mains interact with each other) have been suggested
to represent a selective phase in the NPC [71,72,98].
NTRs have the ability to easily penetrate this phase,
even when binding cargomolecules, as hypothesized
in Ref. [99]. Another model is based on FG-domains
forming a brush (in which FG-domains do not interact
with each other), which fills the NPC channel and is
suggested to form a barrier [85]. The reader is referred
to many excellent reviews (e.g., see Ref. [10] and
Grunwald andMusser in this issue [9] in which various
transport models are discussed in detail). However, in
this review, I introduced someof the coreobservations
described in the literature and aimed to express that
many are credible in the context of what can be
expected from a polymer. There seems to be many
possibilities on how FG-domains can assemble/
phase separate, and thus, the cell biologist is tasked
with designing experiments to test for or to exclude the
existence of a particular state or phase. In addition,
more than one state can exist in parallel for an
FG-domain, and states might also be in dynamic
equilibrium. New types of experiments that can
directly visualize the arrangement and dynamics of
FG-domains in the functional NPC will be helpful to
address the design of how a barrier is formed inside
the NPC and how it functions.
2021Review: Multiple Faces of Disordered NucleoporinsHowever, especially if one looks into the diversity
of FG-domains and the rather low conservation
across species, it is clear that many more regulatory
mechanismsencoded into theNPCmachinery remain
to be discovered, even if the field could agree on a
general working principle of the transport mechanism.
It would be especially useful to reconstitute the NPC
machinery in vitro in a bottom-up approach so that
function could be studied against an increasing
number of building blocks. The formation of artificial
nanopores [92,94], and the design of functional NPCs
in cells with a reduced number of permeability barrier
proteins [100,101] are important steps to deal with the
complexity of the full NPC transport machinery.
Another particularly powerful approach is single-
molecule observation of the NPC machinery, as it
affords a direct view in cells of how single transport
events are achieved (see Ref. [9]).
Computer simulations will be important assets for
testing different scenarios, and indeed many have
already been performed and stimulated the design of
experiments to test and predict the working mech-
anism of NPCs. However, many different simulations
are not yet converging on the same conclusion, and
the reader is thus referred to the primary literature
on these topics, which can, for example, be found
in Refs. [95] and [102–108]. However, the power
of computational approaches grows with the number
of available parameters to constrain simulations,
and thus, these tools will improve the more experi-
mental data that are generated at various levels of
complexity, ranging from properties of isolated mole-
cules to function of large assemblages and in vivo
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